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Who is Heather Hale?
Heather Hale is a film and television director, screenwriter, producer, speaker, teacher,
author and consultant. Her credits include the $5.5 million dollar Lifetime Original
movie, The Courage to Love (2000) that starred Vanessa Williams, Stacey Keach, Gil
Bellows and Diahann Carroll; the independent feature film Absolute Killers (2011), that
starred Edward Furlong, Meat Loaf and Ed Asner that was marketed at Le Marché du
Film and the AFM; as well as fifty hours of reality television programming for PBS and
Faith for Today TV that have won two Emmys, Ace and Telly awards each as well as
“Best New Series Pilot” from the Houston WorldFest. Ms Hale was the Vice President of
Programming for the National Association of Television Program Executives and the
Independent Film and Television Alliance’s Industry Liaison for the 2013 American Film
Market. She is a member of the Television Academy and ShowBiz Mensans.
Author’s General Thoughts on the Book
How to Work the Film & TV Markets offers practical advice and current insights to
help independent producers optimize their chances for success at film and television
markets around the world. Discover which markets are best for which projects, at what
stages. Get help prioritizing, calendaring, budgeting and executing a sound plan of attack
for each event. Learn key networking approaches and promotional tactics that are proven
to deliver the best results before, during and after each market. Get preparatory guidance
to do due diligence and strategize everything from high profile, star-driven independent
features to ultra-low budget, genre movies with DIY distribution to reality TV show
formats to limited scripted series pitches and issue-driven documentaries. Established
veterans and industry disrupters alike share insider advice, do’s and don’t’s while
illustrative real world anecdotes from every angle of the marketplace help readers make
the most of their investments of time, money and creative energy and avoid making
expensive mistakes. Up-to-date market dates, locations and links as well as helpful
templates are maintained online on the book’s complementary website.
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How to Work the Film & TV Markets
A Guide for Content Creators
Chapter Abstracts
The Markets
Introduction orients the reader to the modern media landscape and distinguishes
between traditional, business-to-business trade circuits and their international, face-toface networking opportunities versus the breakthroughs in technology revolutionizing
Do-It-Yourself business-to-consumer distribution and promotional possibilities. Provides
an annual calendar of all the film and television markets around the world alongside all
the global co-production markets and media labs, awards shows and related industry
events.
1) What is a Market? offers an establishing shot of film and television markets - the
trade shows of the global media marketplace; illustrates the differences between markets
and festivals; and highlights the convergence of film and television. Photos from markets
from around the world give the reader an initial overview of these events, their typical
activities and varied venues; what to expect at a market; defines “independent” and the
overlapping career fantasies of independent film and television and digital content
creators.
The Global Film Industry
2) To Hollywood, Bollywood, Nollywood – and Beyond! surveys the worldwide movie
business; highlights the oligopoly of Hollywood’s “Big Six” studios and the role of mini
majors; gives a snapshot of the growth of production and distribution in Bollywood,
Nollywood and the BRIC Block and gives a rundown of some of the statistics illustrating
the fierce competition and staggering odds independent filmmakers face.
3) The Players on the Film Market Stage outlines the types of professionals that attend
film markets, their motivations, goals and typical activities and agendas before, during
and after the events. Examples of each are provided including: film distributors,
international sales agents (ISAs), aggregators, producers’ representatives, collection
agents, exhibitors and the market makers who design and plan the events. A real world
cautionary tale is shared.
The Film Markets
4) Le Marché Du Film (The Cannes Film Market) provides an extensive review of the
most important film market in the world, Le Marché Du Film (the Cannes Film Market),
its history, evolution and current offerings including insights from its Executive Director,
Jérôme Paillard and Manager of Industry Programs, Julie Bergeron. Rich with photos of
the event, this chapter illustrates its international profile; reveals what to expect and how
to make the most of their offerings including: the Producers Workshop, the Producers
Network, “Goes to Cannes” works in progress screenings, the Cannes Investors Club, the
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Village International, the NEXT pavilion, Marché Mixers, the Doc Corner and the
software and secure viewing platform, Cinando.
5) The European Film Market (EFM) introduces the market that kicks off the annual
selling cycle set in the spectacular renaissance building Martin-Gropius-Bau, Berlin’s
premiere art museum. Director, Matthijs Wouter Knol, and President, Beki Probst, share
their unique perspectives and offerings which include: the EFM Industry Debates, their
new Drama Days Series, American Independents in Berlin, Bridging the Dragon,
integration with the German LOLA awards as well as international and inter-discipline
networking opportunities that highlight the new documentaries and established festivals
from around the world (Meet the Docs and Meet the Festivals). Seamlessly integrated
with its sister event, the Berlin International Film Festival, the Berlinale Talents Market
Hub and EFM Startups showcase up-and-coming talents and out-of-the-box thinking. Hot
tips are offered including shortcuts for first timers; free, public, online access to all their
buyers, exhibitors and participants; information on screening facilities, venues, shuttle
and mobile services and their iPhone app.
6) The American Film Market (AFM) overviews the American Film Market, the most
important film market in North America, including insights from Managing Director,
Jonathan Wolf, and CEO and President of the Independent Film and Television Alliance
(IFTA), Jean Prewitt. A thorough survey covers the AFM conference series highlighting
the Finance and Pitching panels and amenities such as: the Filmmakers’ and Buyers’
Lounges, roundtables, industry conversations, Hong Kong Day, the online community
and app, AFM365, the film catalogue and clarifies the AFM’s affiliation with IFTA. A
warning against being a “Lobby Lizard” is offered and the stricter new requirements
making the Lowes Pool a new networking (and relaxing) haven.
7) Regional Film Markets surveys the world’s regional film markets with illustrative
photos and comparative statistics of: Hong Kong FilmArt with HAF, the Hong KongAsia Film Financing Forum, their Business of IP (BIP) zone, and the Expo Hong Kong;
the Asian Film Market including its emphasis on Korean Blockbusters and an explanation
of “Hallyu” (the Flow of Korea), the Tokyo International Film Festival and Content
Market (TIFFCOM); Ventana Sur in Latin America and the London Screenings.
The Worldwide Television and Digital Media Business
8) Mise en Scene offers a quick survey of the global television landscape including the
UK and the US, Germany, the Bric Block (Brazil, Russia, India and China), the new
MINT (Mexico, Indonesia, Nigeria and Turkey) as well as Africa.
9) The LA Screenings, The Upfronts (and the Newfronts) highlights some of the more
closed-door marketplaces of the television arena: the upfronts in Los Angeles and
Canada, the L.A. and London Screenings. Delineates the distinction between the studios
and networks and independents and their different business models (i.e.: soliciting ad
dollars in big splashy, high end events in LA and New York promoting their new season
line-ups and teasing the pilots with talent). Highlights how the goals of the film and
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television markets overlap and converge and where and how they diverge. Offers some of
the staggering statistics for scripted television programming.
10) The Players on the TV Market Stage identifies the market attendees unique to the
television and Internet industries. Distributors ranging from broadcast, cable (including
MSOs), satellite and digital networks; station groups; syndicators, Telcos and ISPs,
offering touchstone examples of each to orient these categories in the reader’s mind. The
digital landscape is demystified including the difference between licensing and
syndication, the distinctions between subscription-based and ad-supported television
versus Internet content, what a strip show is, new models for client-supplied content to
buy or barter television time slots and the history, evolution and current status of the
coveted 100th episode. Also covered are the overlapping professionals that attend both
television and film markets such as aggregators, exhibitors and market makers. The
primary players are identified: MIPCOM, MIPTV NATPE and Real Screen.
The TV Markets
11) The MIP Markets covers the full suite of Le Marché International des Programmes
held throughout the year in the same Cannes’ Palais des Festival’s exhibition space as the
Cannes Film Market. Ramping up in April with MIPTV which includes MIP Digital
Formats and is preceded by sister events: MIPFormats and MIPDoc and culminating in
the larger MIPCOM event in October, whose precursor event is MIPJunior. MIPCancun,
MIPAsia and other MIP events are touched on. An overview of the whole suite provides
veteran participants and buyer breakdowns one could expect to meet at any given event,
show-specific tools such as the MyMIP website and Mobile Apps, the various clubs and
lounges to facilitate networking and Hot Tips on how to save thousands by making the
most of the concurrent, embedded or adjacent events.
12) NATPE is the biggest television market in North America, currently held in Miami
Beach, Florida. The first market of the year, kicking off the global media buying cycle,
the National Association of Television Program Executives’ annual conference in Miami
is extensively reviewed with lots of recent photos. This chapter covers the entire event
highlighting their PRO Pitch, the Brandon Tartikoff Legacy Awards and new Reality
Breakthrough Awards, hosted by Howie Mandel. Their June event in Prague, NATPE
Europe: Content Without Borders is also covered. Typical veteran participants, buyer
breakdowns, show specific tools and Hot Tips on how to save thousands or participate
virtually by streaming the whole event live.
13) Realscreen Bruinco’s offerings for both Realscreen Summit and Realscreen West are
detailed including their speed pitching, speed networking, 30 minutes with…, luncheon
roundtables, meet a mentor, meet an expert, master classes and pitching contest as well as
their online community, RealXchange, online blog and community, the Kidscreen
Summit in Miami and the Stream Market in June in Santa Monica, California,
Realscreen.com and Realscreen Magazine. Hot Tips to save money, access audio
recordings of all the sessions and public links to their searchable delegate lists are also
provided.
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14) Regional TV and Serialized Video Content Markets covers MYCONTENT in the
MENA (Middle East and North Africa) region; the three World Content Markets (in
Prague in February, Moscow in May and St. Petersburg in October); all the DISCOPs (in
Johannesburg and Abidjan, Africa), Istanbul and Dubai; and the Bogota Audiovisual
Market (BAM) in Columbia.
The Co-Production Markets
15) Cinemart (IFF Rotterdam Co-Production Market) surveys the global media labs
and regional co-production markets that are popping up all around the globe to empower
and enrich independent producers and content creators, serving as a studio system
surrogate to augment and bolster the withering indie development scene. Insights from
Gabrielle Kelly, author of The Global Guide to Media Labs: The New Development Deal
are shared. The first and probably the best, CineMart (the International Film Festival
Rotterdam Co-Production Market and the Rotterdam Lab) is reviewed and credited for
launching the entire scene.
16) Berlinale Co-Production Market the next most robust is the Berlinale CoProduction Market. This section includes: the World Cinema Fund, Books at Berlinale
and the Rotterdam-Berlinale Express, the Berlinale Co-Production Market Producer’s
Lounge, CoPro Series (Drama Days), Countries in Focus and Berlinale Directors.
17) Other Major Co-Production Markets surveys: the Asian Project Market, the
Beijing Film Market, the Boat Meeting, the CHP:FORUM, the CineLink Co-Production
Market, DISCOPRO, the Europe-Latina America Co-Production Forum, Frontières
International Co-Production Market, Holland Film Meeting Co-Production Platform, IFP
No Borders International Co-Production Market, International Documentary Festival
Amsterdam (IDFA, Docs for Sales, IDF Amsterdam), Moscow Business Square, Paris
Co-Production Village (programmed by Les Arcs European Film Festival and hosted at
the Champs-Elysees Film Festival Industry Days), the Sofia Meetings and Balkan
Screenings and the TorinoFilmLab. A two-page annual global calendar is provided.
BEFORE: Preparation
18) Start with the End in Mind A quote from Kevin Iwashina, Founder and Managing
Partner of Preferred Content reinforces that most of the work is done weeks before each
market; introduces the work that goes into developing material for these markets,
encourages you to ask yourself several key questions and to review your motivations for
going to any given event and to set goals you can realistically accomplish.
19) Know Your Product Starts with a quote from Brian Tracy, emphasizes the
importance of a High Concept, surveys formats and subgenres and highlights the scripted
serial renaissance we’re experiencing, delineates between limited event, mini and
anthology series, sitcoms, one-hour dramas and Dramedies and gives examples of all.
Top notes the unscripted arena and how critical your USP (unique selling proposition) is
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and ways to protect your reality format and attach and detach talent.
20) Know Your Target Audience(s) Reviews demographics and psychographics and
four quadrant films. Defines binge watching and time shifting.
21) Polish Your Pitch and Marketing Materials Walks through all the pitch materials
from a great title, terrific logline, additive tagline (ideally ironic), succinct synopsis,
excellent script, verbal pitch. Covers whether or not to bring scripts to the market and
shares a real world scenario.
22) Develop Key Art Extensive analysis of key art including many examples. Key art
versus concept art, the key art fantasy, placeholder key art, low budget key art strategies,
teasers versus payoffs, how to create key art before actors are attached, raw assets, key art
comps, gender focus groups to assess key art effectiveness, good fast or cheap (pick two),
converting key art to social media avatars and Facebook and Twitter banners. One sheets,
the market catalogue, video (trailer, sizzle reel, talent reel, screeners, presentation tape,
completed scenes, rip-o-matics, proof of concept pilots, real world cautionary tales),
animatics, director’s (or producers’) vision statements.
23) What Goes Into a Pitch Package? Highlights the expected assets: cast wish lists and
character breakdowns. Offers attachment strategies, gives real world SAG-AFTRA
daily/weekly rates, explains the Schedule F strategy and offers talent agent strategies and
how to vet cash wish lists with international sales agents as well as prepare tiered
proposed casts. How to write bios and executive summaries. Explains “comps”
(comparable films and shows) used to assess market realistic budgets and projections for
film and television projects. Explains schedules, budgets, pre-sales, sales estimates,
investor waterfalls and offers a union low budget contract matrix. Reviews who’s reading
your proposal from equity investors to ad agencies, brands and advertisers, to non-profit
organizations, affinity groups and crowdfunding donors. Provides some new TV cash
flow strategies (client supplied programming to buy or barter time) and the Do’s and
Don’t’s of Reality Show Pitch Proposals.
24) Gearing Up for Each Event provides strategies to research prospects and create
market hit lists, plan and prioritize your market goals and schedule in advance. Reviews
the image you project via the market catalogue, social media presence and business cards.
Offers badge buying advice; event mobile applications and online community
suggestions.
DURING the Market
25) Prudent Market Scheduling and Logistics Reviews hit lists, badge clues and
etiquette. Offers some memory tricks to remember names, ice breaking wardrobe and
props tips and inspiration to contend with nerves.
26) Taking Meetings at the Market encourages attendees to respect the exhibitors time
and space and befriend the gatekeepers; confronts issues like credibility, meeting
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purposes, negotiating, what to leave behind and being prepared for “What else have you
got?”
AFTER the Market
27) Follow-Up Discusses how to gauge success, keeping expectations realistic,
professional follow-up protocol and year-round networking.
Important Ancillary Events
28) Top 10 Market-Like Festivals surveys the Festival de Cannes, Toronto International
Film Festival, Sundance Film Festival, Sundance Institute Labs, Venice Film Festival,
Berlinale (Berlin International Film Festival), SXSW (South by Southwest), Tribeca,
International Film Festival Rotterdam, Sofia International Film Festival, Palm Springs
International Film Festival, Shortfest and Film Market.
29) Globally Significant, Pedigree-Building Film Festivals highlights the AFI FEST,
Austin International Film Festival, BANFF, Beijing International Film Festival, Buenos
Aires International Independent Film Festival (BAFICI), the Busan International Film
Fetival with its Asian Cinema Fund, the Champs-Elysees Film Festival Industry Days
(home to the Paris Co-Production Market), the Hong Kong International Film Festival,
Les Arcs European Film Festival, Los Angeles Film Festival, Munich Film Festival, New
York Film Festival, Raindance, San Sebastian Film Festival, Signapore International
Film Festival, the Telluride Film Festival and Tokyo International Film Festival.
30) Television Festivals reveals the burgeoning television festival scene including: the
ATX Television Festival, Banff World Media Festival, Celtic Media Festival, Edinburgh
International Television Festival, FESPACO (The Festival PanAfricain du Cinéma et de la
television de Ouagadougou), Festival International de Programmes Audiovisuels, FesTVal
Spain, ITVFest (Independent Television Festival), Monte-Carlo Television Festival, New
York Television Festival, SCAD's aTVfest, SeriesFest and VerCiência Brazil.
31) International Documentary Festivals covers Hot Docs Canadian International
Documentary Festival (North America’s largest documentary festival, conference and
market, founded by the Documentary Organization of Canada, formerly the Canadian
Independent Film Caucus) with its Distribution Rendezvous and Deal Maker meetings;
the International Documentary Festival Amsterdam, with its popular "Docs for Sale," and
the Sunny Side of the Doc in La Rochelle, France with complementary events Asian Side
in Xiaman, China and Latin Side in Mexico.
32) Awards Shows gives a brief survey of film and television award shows including:
the Oscars, formerly called the Academy Awards, (including the Nicholl Fellowship in
Screenwriting); Film Independent’s Spirit Awards (including the Cassavettes Award for
feature films with budgets under $500,000); the Deutscher Filmprei (German Film
Awards or LOLA Awards); Asian Film Awards, the Hong Kong Film Awards, the
Spanish Film Awards (Los Premios Goya or The Goya Awards) and the MTV Movie
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Awards for film. For television: the Emmys, NATPE’s Breakthrough Reality Awards and
the Brandon Tartikoff Awards; Realscreen’s Awards and the Asian Television Awards.
Shows honoring both film and TV include: the British Academy Film and Television
Awards (BAFTAs) and their Britannia Awards, the Golden Globes, The People’s Choice
Awards, the TV Land Awards, Streamy Awards, Razzies and the elusive and prestigious
EGOT grand slam.
33) Overlapping Industries’ Events provides a quick overview of the major events of
overlapping industries: CinemaCon (formerly ShoWest) hosted by exhibitors through the
National Association of Theater Owners (NATO); the Consumer Electronics Show
(CES), ironically, not for consumers, the National Association of Broadcasters huge NAB
event in Las Vegas; the PromaxBDA Conference for broadcast promotion and marketing
professionals; the US-China Film Summit; the World Animation & VFX Summit, le
Marché International du Disque et de l'Edition Musicale (Midem), the major event for the
music ecosystem, and the Internet and Television Expo (INTX, formerly The Cable
Show).
34) Significant Consumer Events provides a quick overview of Comic-Con
International: San Diego, including the Will Eisner Comic Industry, Award and
Entertainment Expo Hong Kong.
35) Denouement wraps up final thoughts.
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